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ETHNOGRAPHY IS BEING USED NOT JUST AS A

ING IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF EXISTING WORK

RESEARCH TOOL, BUT AS A METHOD TO INFORM

PRACTICES. FOR EXAMPLE, STUDIES OF AIR TRAF-

THE DESIGN OF TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS. TO

FIC CONTROL, TRADING ROOMS, DESIGN COMPA-

LIST JUST THREE EXAMPLES: BENTLEY ET AL. [4]

NIES, AND ENGINEERING HAVE ALL POINTED OUT

SHOWED HOW THE DESIGN OF AN AIR TRAFFIC

THE INSTRUMENTAL ROLE PLAYED BY DIFFERENT

CONTROL SYSTEM INTERFACE WAS INFORMED

REPRESENTATIONS AND VARIOUS KINDS OF

BY A DETAILED ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE CON-

SOCIAL ACTIONS AND INTERACTIONS IN COORDI-

TROLLERS’ COOPERATIVE WORK PRACTICES;

NATING WORK [7, 8, 9, 13]. BLYTHIN ET AL. [6]

SACHS [14] DESCRIBED HOW ETHNOGRAPHY

(SEE ARTICLE ON PAGES 38-47) DESCRIBE HOW A

AND OTHER METHODS WERE USED TO EVALUATE

“QUICK-AND-DIRTY” ETHNOGRAPHY WAS USED

AND REDESIGN A SCHEDULING AND WORK

TO PROVIDE A BASELINE FOR RECOMMENDING

ROUTING SYSTEM; LEWIS ET AL. [10] REPORTED

CHANGES IN THE PATTERNS OF WORKING IN A

ON HOW ETHNOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES WERE

LARGE RETAIL BANK THAT WAS REORGANIZING

ADAPTED TO DERIVE A DESIGN-CENTRIC WORK-

AND INVESTING HEAVILY IN INFORMATION TECH-

DOMAIN DESCRIPTION FOR A VIDEO EDITING

NOLOGY. ANALYSTS ARGUE THAT APPLYING

SUPPORT SYSTEM.

(AND ADAPTING) ETHNOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

ETHNOGRAPHY HAS IN FACT BEGUN TO BE

SUPPORTS FOCUSED INQUIRY INTO HOW BETTER

USED QUITE FREQUENTLY WITH THE GOAL OF

TO SUPPORT PARTICULAR WORK PRACTICES

INCREMENTALLY IMPROVING THE CONDITIONS

WITH IMPROVEMENTS IN WORK PROCEDURES

OF A PARTICULAR WORK SETTING BY HIGHLIGHT-

AND TECHNOLOGY [11].
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In many cases, such as those just cited, the
intention is to provide early input into system
design or redesign as opposed to late evaluation of a near-complete prototype, or to illuminate problems or advantages of existing
systems and practices. In most of these cases,
the design focus is, at a general level, well
understood. The ethnographic analysts set out
with a fairly clear idea of what the problem
domain is and what activities should be considered central to their inquiry. In contrast, the
issue we tackle in this paper concerns the value
of ethnography in developing innovative technologies and services where we have few
assumptions about our intended products to
begin with. How can an understanding of current practices of work, home, education, and
play help us to invent, design, and develop the
next generation of completely new products?
Perhaps we should begin by considering the
types of organizations where we expect the
next generation of products to be conceived.
Over the last couple of decades, a number of
large technology companies and universities
have established laboratories for “blue-sky”
technology research. This involves building
and evaluating ambitious prototypes of computer-based systems that are non-incremental
innovations of existing technology and unlikely to be “productized” within 5 years. Xerox
PARC, Apple Research Labs, the MIT Media
Lab, and Interval are fairly well known examples of such places. Researchers, from a diversity of backgrounds in the so-called “hard” and
“soft” sciences, and increasingly in the arts,
invent, develop, study, and even live inside
innovative technologies for the future. For
example, the charter for the Media Lab is “to
invent and creatively exploit new media for
human well being and individual satisfaction,
without regard to present day constraints”
[15]. A driving aspiration is to develop the
next “killer app” and, more generally, to play a
major part in shaping paradigm shifts in computing and communications technologies.
Certainly there is no shortage of good ideas
for new products based on research or, indeed,
new techniques for designing or prototyping
them. For example, a group manager at Apple
Research Labs once told us that as he walked
from his office to the cafeteria he could easily

come up with 20 new ideas for products. Similarly, it is normal in the blue-sky research culture to experiment with innovative design
methods, such as role-playing, video prototyping, and living and wearing the prototyped
technology 24 hours a day.
Our key concern with this kind of design
culture is the additional need for a bridge from
new gadgets and prototypical systems that
intrigue and challenge blue-sky researchers to
the real activities, needs, and wants of ordinary
people in their everyday lives. In other words,
we are concerned with how blue-sky research
can be brought down to earth and the mundane realities of practical utility for ordinary
people in the context of their lives.
Clearly, introducing rigorous user-testing
and evaluation in the field during exploratory
design is likely to prove extremely expensive
and overconstraining. It is generally hard
enough to make radically innovative technology work at all, let alone make it robust enough
for reliable use outside the laboratory. Requirements analysis is also difficult because it is hard
to communicate the nature and possible use
contexts of paradigm-shifting technology to
prospective users in order for them to suggest
what they would want to do with it. For example, consider what it would have been like trying to explain the idea and utility of the World
Wide Web back in 1985 when most people
were barely familiar with the personal computer, let alone the Internet.
Repeated efforts within one particular bluesky laboratory (known at the time as
EuroPARC) to evaluate paradigm-shifting
technology are documented and critiqued by
Bellotti and Dourish [2]. The technology
could not possibly be replicated in an external
setting; therefore, objective analysis of the
technology had to be attempted in-house. Bellotti and Dourish, however, noted a marked
tendency for experimental and observational
studies in the laboratory to focus on shortterm (and thus unstable) effects of the technology on user behavior and to pose artificial
kinds of questions. They suggest that longterm, experiential perspectives are too often
missing in the discourse about such systems.
However, it is unclear how the findings
from a field study of particular practices with
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technology that have evolved over the longer
term can affect the design of radically new
products offering previously unavailable, or
even unthinkable new services, especially in
relatively uncharted territory such as the home
or entertainment. For example, how might a
study of family social habits inform the design
of future communication devices that use
holographic technology? Clearly, the designoriented ethnographer in isolation is extremely
unlikely to identify an explicit need for, or
even to propose, holography-based communications systems on the basis of such a study.
We suggest that ethnography is most likely to
show its value in being expounded within an
ongoing dialogue between collaborating ethnographers and designers about observations and
understandings derived from field studies,
together with interesting capabilities of new
technology configurations.
How might a dialogue between ethnographers and designers lead to innovative technology ideas? Ethnographic studies may not be
the source of blue-sky ideas themselves—the
ideas tend to be driven by the emergence or
confluence of new technological capabilities
and features such as wireless communications,
image processing, miniaturization, and so on.
Often the ongoing blue-sky research leading to
these innovations is technology driven and is
not concerned with defining specific configurations, applications, and, eventually, products.
However, ethnography can provide muchneeded solid ground for shaping, reflecting on,
and refining ideas for potentially useful technology configurations and applications as they
begin to emerge in those ongoing technologydriven research projects. For example, Bly [5]
suggests that studying the everyday setting and
activities of a user environment can provide
insight into the opportunities for a product
that may be contrary to designers’ assumptions
and intuitions. In addition, findings from
ethnographic field work have been used to caution against investing heavily in new technology for technology’s sake. For example, on the
basis of their study of how fashion designers
currently work, Pycock and Bowers [12] discuss the potential pitfalls of blindly developing
and using virtual reality tools in the fashion
industry.

At Apple Research Labs, our findings from
various field studies of product design, the
home, and print and online publishing have
been translated, presented, and used as a basis
on which to discuss, reflect on, and contextualize the design and development of a number
of ongoing research prototypes, both inside
and outside Apple, ranging from “proof of
concept” to more advanced high-tech prototypes (e.g., [1, 3]). Examples of prototypes
that have been influenced by such studies
include awareness servers, client-server architectures and devices for distributed communication, integrated ubiquitous systems for
personal and collaborative reminding, and
various “information appliances” (i.e., specialized, cut-down computational devices adapted
for particular types of functions and tasks).
An important basis for the dialogue
between ethnographers and designers is to be
able to translate the findings from studies into
a form that is accessible by those who have not
had the opportunity to go out into the field.
At Apple Research Labs, a
variety of communicative
methods are used for this
A group manager at
purpose; from Web-based
and more traditional paperApple Research Labs
based articles to the development of hypothetical
once told us that as he
scenarios based on particular observations made at
walked from his office to
the field site. In addition,
we have developed a prethe cafeteria he could
liminary grounding framework consisting of a set of
easily come up with 20
guiding questions (see Figure 1) to aid us in analyznew ideas for products
ing, abstracting, and
communicating implications from the raw data of
interviews, video, audio, photos, artifacts, and
copious field notes collected during our visits
to the various sites.
An example of our translation process
comes from a study of the changing face of
the publishing industry [3] where we took, as
our starting point, various incidents and happenings that occurred in the photo department to present and discuss scenarios of how
current reminder and coordinating technolo-
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gies are used (we illustrated these with a number of video clips and photos). We pointed
out to designers that a complex representation
and re-representation process (using online
and paper-based media) is required to serve
the different needs of the players in the photo
department. Requests for photos (with necessary information for getting to the location
and taking the photos) must be systematically
recorded and added to a database. A schedule
must be prepared because of tight time constraints for the events being photographed. A
photographer must be assigned to each job,
but because there are many more jobs than
photographers, careful coordination planning
is necessary. Photographers must also be available for unanticipated news-breaking events,
so the schedule needs to be re-represented to
make it easy to see who is free at any time.
Finally, photographers require assignment
information to take with them on their shoot,
and if something unexpected happens (e.g., a
delay or failure to get the picture), the schedule may need to be revised.
By highlighting the pros and cons and
breakdowns in how existing representations
are being used, our grounding framework

gives designers a concrete basis for thinking
about how to evolve prototypes. For example,
at Apple Research Labs, designers that we
have been working with are thinking about
how information can be presented more flexibly to fit the ways in which people need to
view and use it. Working through the exigencies of information representation and re-representation for the purpose of coordination in
the photo department has shown us how users
would need to be able to switch between particular kinds of representations (such as list
views, item-by-item views, or coordination
views) while keeping the underlying data (the
assignments) consistent. They would also
need to be able to view and update such representations from multiple locations, using a
variety of devices with different representational constraints.
Hence, design ideas for future applications
representing novel configurations of new technologies, such as distributed and mobile communication, coordination, and collaboration
tools that are currently being developed at
Apple Research Labs, have been worked
through using insights from our field work
and scenarios such as the example of the pho-

1. Problematizing Existing Settings
• Why is an observation about a work practice or other activity striking?
• What are the pros and cons of the existing ways technologies are used in the setting?
• How have “workarounds” evolved and how effective are they?
• Why do certain old-fashioned practices, using seemingly antiquated technologies persist,
despite there being available more advanced technologies in the setting?

2. Envisioning Future Settings
• What would be gained and lost through changing current ways of working or carrying
Figure 1.
Examples of questions

out an activity by introducing new kinds of technological support?
• What might be the knock-on effects (contingencies arising) for other practices and

posed in our reflective
framework for doing
field studies in

activities through introducing new technologies?
• How might other settings be enhanced and disrupted through deploying the same kinds

conjunction with
designing future

of future technologies?

technologies.
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tography department of the newspaper. Using
our data and our grounding framework in this
way allows us to see how certain features of our
prototypes might be redundant, and also to see
that certain desirable features are missing.
They also act as a springboard from which to
discuss other, more general ideas. For example,
from our studies of distributed collaboration
and multimedia publishing [1, 3], we have
speculated on how to support more effectively
the integration of different physical and electronic representations with innovative display
and capture technologies.
Field studies, therefore, can play a valuable
role in grounding blue-sky research by providing a forum for ethnographers and designers to
inspire, reflect on, and contextualize design
efforts, ranging from preliminary ideas to
“high-tech” prototypes. Although the findings
from such studies—which admittedly are timeconsuming and labor intensive—do not lend
themselves readily to quantifiable outcomes,
they can clearly be put to good use in a context
where designers and ethnographers are working closely together to ensure that blue-sky
technology touches down on firm ground.
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